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also we offer to you attention the new mod hetmanat: tw for the game empire: total war. the aim of
it is to remedy the flagrant injustice of empire: total war developers, who completely ignored the

existence of ukrainian autonomy in the beginning of the xviii century. ukraine was a small orthodox
republic in the south-east of europe in military aliance with tsardom of russia. at the beginning

ukraine holds the province of the same name and wages war against turkey and the crimea. there is
a spy, noblemen and school in poltava. kiev is the capital of ukraine. thus, the province of poland,

russia, lithuania and ukraine are legally independent states. this mod adds historical scenarios, over
a hundred more troops and cultural bonuses, more of a chance of seeing russian units in the game,
more political choices, which might come in handy for napoleonic russia when it tries to execute the

partitions of poland. the mod is intended for use with any empire: total war (old games pack
(previous) or empire: total war (old games pack (inconceivable) mod. do not install it together with

old mods. this mod contains new campaign scenarios. furthermore, the mod features new unit icons,
a large number of general bonuses and new cultural icons. in addition, in the final battle for plzen,
when it is possible, you can choose to win with a naval attack, which is an innovation of this mod.

finally, the mod was developed with the following goals: 1. new and larger units. some of the maps in
old versions can only be traversed with massive units (e.g., the map of the campidoglio), but not all

of them (e., the map of the greek theater). this mod adds 40 new map units to the roster. in addition,
10 new graphic units (such as swivel guns and mobile machine gun) are presented. this should allow

for more variety of gameplay options.
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